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Abstract 

The purpose of this contribution is to describe the 
latest status of research and application in the field of 
machine and machine-assisted translation. 

First the bases of machine translation and its technical 
and linguistic premises are briefly explained.  This is 
followed by an account of the practical results so far attain- 
pd and a survey of present translation systems, two of which 
are described in detail. 

By means of a calendar of meetings it is demonstrated in 
conclusion that research has received a new impetus in recent 
years, not least thanks to the growing demand.  If the Euro- 
pean Communities are to be able to overcome their difficult- 
ies of communication they must in future follow these efforts 
closely. 

The discussion is illustrated by numerous figures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This contribution is intended as a source of information 
and a survey of the state of the art.  Above all it is 

meant to give the practical man initial assistance in 

making decisions. 

2. FUNDAMENTALS OF MACHINE TRANSLATION 

Linguistic data processing is a branch of applied linguis- 

tics; it is an interdisciplinary subject 

subfields may be distinguished (Fig. 2).  The possibilities 

of computational linguistics are manifold; automatic 

translation is a central field (Fig. 3).  A translation 

system consists in essence of three components (Fig. 4); 

as a rule the process of translation is effected in three 

main stages (Fig. 5). 

3. THEORETICAL PREMISES 

The technical bases for machine and machine-assisted trans- 

lation are available today: computers with sufficient 

main storage and high processing speed.  However, text 

collection is still a bottleneck.  Translation costs are 

often difficult to ascertain.  With large quantities of 

text translation systems ought in general to be economic. 

The linguistic premises for fully automatic translation, 

on the other hand, are still deficient.  For up to now it 

has not proved possible also to include factors of semantic 

and pragmatic considerations to a sufficient extent. Most 

systems are syntax-related.  Semantically based methods 

are barely ready for application.  Difficulties are caused 

above by ambiguities and pronominal reference (Figs. 6 and 

7).  Consequently, the quality of machine translation 

leaves something to be desired.  Perfect automatic trans- 

lations are not to be expected in the near future. 
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4. PRACTICAL RESULTS 

At present only a few machine translation systems can be 

used in practice: SYSTRAN (Russian-English), CULT (Chinese- 

English), METEO (English-French), TITUS (German/English/ 

French/Spanish), and GAT (Russian-English). 

For western languages the METEO and TITUS methods, and in 

part also SYSTRAN (English-French), enter into considerat- 

ion.  In the near future further operational systems will 

probably join the above ones: those of the universities 

of Grenoble and Montreal, Brigham Young University and the 

Logos Development Corporation. 

The following machine-assisted translation systems are 

capable of functioning: LEXIS (Bundessprachenamt), TEAM 

(Siemens), TERMIUM (Montreal University), EURODICAUTOM 

(European Communities), EWF (Dresden University of Technol- 

ogy).  The Bundessprachenamt has the longest practical 

experience. 

Figs. 8 and 9 show the language combinations at present in 

use. 

5. SURVEY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS 

   Cf. Figs. 1O and 11. 

6. DESCRIPTION OF TWO METHODS 

The two examples, the fully automatic translations system 

of the University of the Saarland and the machine-aided 

translation system of Messrs Siemens, were chosen at 

random (Figs. 12 and 13).  All systems are described in 

exactly the same form qeneral, linguistic, technical and 

exonomic aspects being considered.  This form of presenta- 

tion facilities comparison. 
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7. THE  UPSWING  OF  MACHINE  AND  MACHINE-ASSISTED TRANSLATION 

In recent years the number of congresses on fully automatic 

and semi-automatic translation in Western Europe, in the 

countries of the Eastern Bloc and in the United States has 

greatly increased.  In addition, several experiments have 

been performed, for instance the trial of the SYSTRAN 

system by the Canadian Government, the Gesellschaft für 

Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung and the European Communit- 

ies.  In Europe there have been numerous demonstrations of 

translation systems: Bonn and Zürich (SYSTRAN), Luxemburg 

(SYSTRAN, EURODICAUTOM, TERMIUM, LEXIS), Saarbrücken (Saar- 

brücken system), Brussels (METEO), Paris (EURODICAUTOM), 

among others.  New projects are known to exist in the USA, 

the USSR, Canada, Iran, and the European Communities. 

Fig. 14 lists some of the activities in the field of natur- 

al language processing. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Unfortunately research into machine translation has made 

little progress in the last few years.  Today there is not 

a single translation system which can make a perfect trans- 

lation of any desired technical of scientific text from 

one natural language into another.  However, it is of great 

importance to the Commission of the European Communities, 

whose language problems will become even greater in the 

future, to keep a close watch on the results of research. 

Experience with the various terminology data banks should 

also be highly instructive. 

Perhaps I may close by referring to my "Handbook of Machine 

Translation and Machine-Aided Translation - Automatic Trans- 

lations of Natural Languages and Multilingual Terminology 

Data Banks", North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam 

1977, some 7OO pages. 
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Fig. 1 

Building blocks of computational 

linguistics 

 

Note 

only the most important components are shown here. 
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Fig. 2 

The structure of mathematical linguistics 

 

Note 

Quantitative linguistics is also called statistical ling- 

uistics, and algorithmic linguistics computational linguist- 

ics. 
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Fig.   4 

Components of  the translation system 

 
Note 

A tripartite translation system comprises a grammar, a dict- 

ionary and an algorithm (a program).  In a bipartite system 

the grammar is incorporated in the algorithm.  The grammar 

and the dictionary may also form one unit.  In this case the 

grammar consists of a part devoted to rules and a lexicon. 

Advantages of a tripartite system: language-independent 

programs; it is possible to change the grammar without chang- 

ing the program.  Disadvantages: less efficient (more storage 

required, longer processing time). 
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Fig. 5 

Stages of the process of translation 

 
universal intermediate language 

language-independent representation 

         of meaning 

Note 

Method 1: word-for-word translation with morphological analy- 
sis 

Method 2: translation with morphological and syntactical 
analysis 

Method 3: translation with morphological, syntactical and 
semantic analysis (possibly in addition pragmatic 
analysis with the aid of artificial intelligence). 

Method 4: translation via a universal intermediate language 
(Interlingua) 

Solutions 1 and 2 are possible today; 3 is partly possible, 
4 is still beyond reach. 
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Fig. 6 

Interrelation of prepositional phrases 

Explanation of abbreviations: 

Art = article 
N = noun 
NP = noun phrase 
P = preposition 
PP = prepositional phrase (prepositional group) 
Pro = pronoun 
S = sentence 
V = verb 
VP = verbal phrase (verbal group) 

a) Enlargement of object 
What/which girl does he see? 
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b. Adverbial statement 

With what does he see the girl? 

 

Note 

In meaning a. the prepositional phrase accompanies the noun 

phrase (girl); it depends on the direct object. 

In meaning b. the prepositional phrase relates to the verb 

phrase, and in particular to the verb (saw). 

The triangle marks the prepositional phrase. 
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Figure 8 - Source and target language used for machine 

translation 
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Fig. 10 
Survey of machine translation systems 

1 AMERICA 

11 Canada 

Lakehead University, Thunder Bay 
University of Montreal 

12 United States 
Atomic Energy Commission, Oak Ridge/Georgetown Univ- 

ersity, Washington D.C. 
USAF, Dayton 
NASA, Houston 
Brigham Young University, Provo 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge 
University of California, Berkeley 
University of Texas, Austin * 
University of Texas, Austin/Ramkhamkaeng University, 

Bangkok 
Yale University, New Haven 
Latsec,Inc./World Translation Center,Inc., La Jolla 
Logos Development Corp., New Hampton 
Smart Communications,Inc., New York 
Xonics Inc., McLean/Tabor.Inc., Nokesville 
Xyzyx Information Corp., Canoga Park 

2 ASIA 

21 British Crown Colony of Hongkong 
Chinese University of Hongkong 

22 Japan 
University of Kyoto 
Kyushu University, Fukuoka 
Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tokyo 

23 Lebanon 
International Language Centre, Beirut 

24 Malaysia 
University of Science of Penang 

3 EUROPE 

31 Belgium 
University of Antwerp 

32 Bulgaria 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia 

33 Federal Republic of Germany 
University of Heidelberg/University of Constance 
University of Cologne 
Ruhr University, Bochum 
University of the Saarland, Saarbrücken 
Centre for Textile Documentation and Information, 
Düsseldorf 
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34 France 
University of Science and Medicine, Grenoble 
French Textile Institute, Paris 

35 Great Britain 
University College, Cardiff 
University of Essex, Colchester 
Pearl Assurance Co., Ltd., London/Natural Language 
         Translation Specialist Group 

36 Italy 
Euratom, Ispra * 

37 Soviet Union 
State University of Leningrad 
Group for Language Statistics, Leningrad, Minsk, 

Kishiniov, Machatshkala, Alma-Ata, Irkutsk 
Central Research Institute for Patent Information, 

Moscow * 
Atominform, Information Centre for Nuclear Energy, 

Moscow 
Informelektro, Documentation Centre of the Institute 

for Electrical Engineering, Moscow 
Institute for Applied Mathematics, Moscow 
State Pedagogic Institute for Foreign Languages, 

Moscow 
All-Union Centre for Translation of Scientific and 
    Technical Literature and Documentation, Moscow 
Institute for Electronics, Automation and Telemech- 
    anics, Tiflis 

38 Czechoslovakia 
Karlovy University, Prague 

Note 
* Further development or use abandoned or interrupted. 
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Fig. 11 

Survey of machine-assisted translation systems 

1 AMERICA 

11 Canada 
University of Montreal/Department of the Secretary of 
State, Ottawa 

12 United States 
IBM, New York 

2 EUROPE 

21 Federal Republic of Germany 
Bundessprachenamt, Hürth 
DEMAG A.G., Duisburg 
Siemens A.G., Munich 

22 German Democratic Republic 
Technological University of Dresden 

23 Luxembourg 
European Communities, Luxembourg 

24 Netherlands 
Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Hague 
N.V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, Eindhoven 

Note 

This list does not include the numerous multilingual 
standardization data banks (dictionary-related terminology 
data banks). 
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Fig. 14 

Calendar of meetings 

The most important meetings on linguistic data processing, 
machine translation and terminological data banks since the 
beginning of 1975 have been the following: 

- February 1975 International symposium on "Comput- 
er-assisted technical lexicography", 
Dresden 

- March 1975 Meeting of the Leibniz Group 
(international research group for 
automatic translation), Lugano 

- March 1975 Tutorial on Computational Semantics 
Lugano 

- April 1975 Second international conference on 
computing in the humanities, 
Los Angeles 

- April 1975 First symposium on international 
co-operation in terminology, Vienna 

- May 1975 First national conference on the 
application of mathematical models 
and computers in linguistics, Varna 

- June 1975 Demonstration of the Systran system 
in Bonn, Luxembourg and Zurich 

- June 1975 Meeting of the Leibniz Group, Bonn 

- August 1975 Fourth international congress of 
applied linguistics, Stuttgart 

- October 1975 Meeting of the Leibniz Group, 
Grenoble 

- November 1975 International seminar on machine 
translation, Moscow 

- February 1976 Systran discussion, Bonn 

- March 1976 Seminar of the Foreign Broadcast 
Information Service on machine 
translation, Washington D.C.         

- March 1976 Systran Workshop, Luxembourg 

- April 1976 Third European conference on cyber- 
netics and system research, Vienna 

- May 1976 Workshop on linguistics and inform-  
               ation science, Stockholm  

- May 1976 Meeting of the Leibniz Group,   
Brussels  

- June 1976 Seminar on automatic translation,   
               Luxembourg  
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- June 1976 International terminology seminar, 
Paris 

- June/July 1976 Sixth international conference on 
computational linguistics, Ottawa 

- September 1976 International symposium on "Auto- 
matic lexicography, analysis and 
translation", Saarbrücken 

- October 1976 Workshop on "Advances in natural 
language processing", Amsterdam 

- March 1977 Swiss conference on linguistic 
data processing, Zurich 

- April 1977 Discussion of Systran-Titus III, 
Compiègne 

- Spring 1977 Second symposium on international 
                          co-operation in terminology, Vienna 

- May 1977 Third European congress on inform- 
ation systems and networks, 
Luxembourg 

- June 1977 Eighth world translation congress, 
Montreal 

- August 1977 Third international conference on 
computing in the humanities, 
Waterloo 

- August-September 1977      Twelfth international congress of 
linguists, Vienna 

- August 1978 Fifth international congress of 
applied linguistics, Montreal 

- 1978 Second international seminar on 
machine translation, Moscow 
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Note 

This list is anything but exhaustive.  For instance, it does 

not mention the summer schools for computational linguistics 

the annual meetings of the Association for Literary and Ling- 

uistic Computing, the Association for Computational Linguistics, 

the Natural Language Translation Specialist Group of the 

British Computer Society, LDV Fittings, Verein zur Föa rderung 

der wissenschaftlichen linguistischen Datenverarbeitung e.v., 

the workshops on artificial intelligence etc. 
 


